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Motivation
Machine learning has practical applications
When building real world applications we 
need well performing techniques
In today’s lecture:

Learn how to compare different ML methods 
(evaluation)
Three of the better performing techniques 
(models)
Results of a large scale empirical comparison of 
models 
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Evaluation, Evaluation, 
Evaluation

Why evaluation?
Given two or more models we need to 
know which performs better

In the real world, we want to use the 
better performing model for our 
applications
In the scientific world, we want to compare 
new learning models to the ones that 
already exist
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Evaluation – basic 
assumptions

Consider the straightforward case:
Data point -> 0/1 label
E.g., given an email -> spam or not?

Given: a set of examples together with 
labels

xi,yi

Classifier h:X->Y
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How to evaluate?
Idea:

Train classifier h on the data set
Use h to classify the data set and count the errors
BAD!!!

Instead:
Split the data into training and test sets
Train on the training set and count errors on the 
test set
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How do we compare different 
models?

Accuracy:
Fraction of correct predictions

Precision:
Fraction of examples the model classified as 1 that 

are actually 1
Recall:

Fraction of all 1 examples that the classifier classifies 
as 1

F-measure:
The harmonic mean of precision and recall 2PR/(P+R)
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Other metrics
Modify models to get confidence in 
addition to classification

Sort by confidence – Ordering metrics:
Average precision
ROC area, breakeven point

Interpret confidence as a probability that 
the example is class 1 – Probability metrics

Mean squared error
Cross entropy, calibration
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Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Motivated by the fact that many rules can separate 
the data (almost) equally well
Searches for the rule with largest margin
Leads to an optimization problem
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Meta classifiers

Given a basic classifying method (kNN, 
DT) can we do better?
Two ideas:

Instead of training one, train several of the 
base classifiers and average the outputs 
(bagging)
Force the algorithm to pay more attention 
to examples that it misclassifies (boosting)
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Bagged Models
Draw N bootstrap samples of data
Train a base model on each sample ==> N models
Final prediction = average prediction of N models

…

Average prediction
(0.23 + 0.19 + 0.34 + 0.22 + 0.26 + … + 0.31) / # Trees = 0.24
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Boosted Models
Algoritm:

Train a base classifier and use it to classify the 
training set
Give more weight to examples on which the 
classifier made mistakes and retrain
Repeat for n iterations

Use a combination of the n classifiers for 
classifying new examples
Fun fact: Boosting is a maximum margin 
method (like SVM)
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A large scale empirical 
evaluation of ML models

Work by Rich Caruana and Alexandru 
Niculescu-Mizil
Next slides based on Rich Caruana’s AI 
lunch presentation
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10 Binary Classification 
Performance Metrics

Threshold MetricsThreshold Metrics::
AccuracyAccuracy
FF--ScoreScore
LiftLift

Ordering/Ranking MetricsOrdering/Ranking Metrics::
ROC AreaROC Area
Average PrecisionAverage Precision
Precision/Recall BreakPrecision/Recall Break--Even PointEven Point

Probability MetricsProbability Metrics::
RootRoot--MeanMean--SquaredSquared--ErrorError
CrossCross--EntropyEntropy
Probability CalibrationProbability Calibration

SAR = ((1 SAR = ((1 -- Squared Error) + Accuracy + ROC Area) / 3Squared Error) + Accuracy + ROC Area) / 3
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Massive Empirical Comparison
7 base-level learning methods

X
100’s of parameter settings per method

=
~ 2000 models per problem

X
7 test problems

=
14,000 models

X 
10 performance metrics

=
140,000 model performance evaluations
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Normalized Scores
Problem:

some metrics, 1.00 is best (e.g. ACC)
some metrics, 0.00 is best (e.g. RMS)
some metrics, baseline is 0.50 (e.g. AUC)
some problems/metrics, 0.60 is excellent performance
some problems/metrics, 0.99 is poor performance

Solution: Normalized Scores:
baseline performance => 0.00
best observed performance => 1.00 (proxy for Bayes 
optimal)
puts all metrics on equal footing
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Learning Model Comparison
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0.74910.96470.62430.55640.79540.76740.86780.85030.78910.5261DT

0.85590.98430.73540.76120.88900.88470.93700.90950.84630.7557KNN

0.91560.98240.87780.87670.93770.93350.96210.94800.90920.8134SVM

MeanCalibratio
n

Cross-
Entropy

Squared 
Error

Break 
Even Point

Average 
PrecisionROC AreaLiftF-ScoreAccuracyModel

Probability MetricsRank/Ordering MetricsThreshold Metrics

SVM and ANN tied for first place;  Bagged Trees nearly as good
Boosted Trees win 5 of 6 Threshold & Rank metrics, but yield bad probabilities!
KNN and Plain Decision Trees usually not competitive (with 4k train sets)
Differences of about 0.01 are significant


